Paper and Pencil Procedure for Technical Panels

- TS calls DVs, features; downgrade/under-rotation; edge in real time

- If ATS agrees with TS, resolve the review in real time.
- If ATS or TC disagrees with the call of the TS, call review. When in doubt, go with skater.
- If the panel consists of only a TC and a TS, a split decision goes in favor of the skater.
- All other procedures should follow as described.

- The TC and ATS take notes, including their own opinion on rotation, edges and features.
- DO, TC, ATS and Event Referee list the elements, level calls and falls.
- The procedure requires everyone to be involved in the review process.
- Accountant manually enters called elements and judges scores according to the TC list.
- TC reads back elements and falls. Event Referee checks his list to make sure they have the same elements and falls.
- Event Referee or TC reads list to judges. This list includes any edge call and rotation errors, but should not include spin or step levels, and should be done before the Judges marks are collected to ensure they have the correct list of elements.
- Official’s sheets are collected after each skater if the accountant printed the one-skater-per-sheet format, or each third skater if the accountant printed the three-skaters-per-sheet format.
- If the system goes down during the event and if DO and VO are also certified as TCs or TSs, they may be asked to keep track of certain features or rules (i.e. eight revs, number of basic positions in combination spins, position rules in spins, jump rules, etc.).